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FINAL SUMMER 2003 SCHEDULE 
INTERSESSION 
GUZLOWSKI - CH3 781 ( 6973) cfjzg 
2003-051-1030-1230-MTWRF-CH3139 
LEDDY -CH3741 (6983) cfml 
3009G-051-1030-1230-MTWRF-CH3150 
VIETTO- CH3345 (6293) cfarv 
2009G-051-1330-1530-MTWRF-CH3160 
FOUR-WEEK I SESSION 
IRWIN - CH3871 (6304) cfbdi 
3009G-011-1030-1230-MTWRF-CH3150 
MURRAY -CH3351 (6985) cfrlm 
1002G-011-1030-1230-MTWRF-CH3120/3130 
SHONK-CH3060 (6310) cftasl 
3800-011-1330-1530-MTWRF-CH3150 
FOUR-WEEK II SESSION 
BEEBE-CH3841 (5013) cfrlb 
3806-021-1030-1230-MTWRF-CH3160 
KILGORE- CH3331 (6313) cfjdk 
EIU4106G-021-1330-1530-MTWRF-CH3 l 70 
LOUDON - CH3361 (6312) cfmdl 
2011G-021-1030-1230-MTWRF-CH3150 
MARTONE-CH3751 (6982) cfjpm 
2705-021-0800-1000-MTWRF-CH3150 
SWORDS-CH3020 (6984) cfssl 
3701-021-1330-1530-MTWRF-CH3160 
EIGHT-WEEK SESSION 
BOSWELL-CH3566 (6975) cfpab 
5008-001-1330-1445-MTWR-CH3139 
RINGUETTE-CH3341 (2428) cfdjr 
4275-001-Arr-Arr-Arr 
SEARLE- CH3371 (6375) cfwjs 
3009G-001-1030-1145-MTWR-CH3170 




ENG 2009G-05 l: Love, Hate, Obsession 
Four-Week II Session 
ENG 201 lG-021: Fiction 
EIU 4106G-021: War Stories 
Eight-Week Session 
ENG 5008-001: Colonial Am Lit 
ENG 5011-001: Studies in Comp/Rhet 
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